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ABOUT US

UES International (formerly known as UNIVERSAL ENGINEERS’SUPPLIES AUST. PTY LTD) an Australian
family owned company established in 1904, is a leading global designer, manufacturer and supplier of Seating,
Industrial, Marine and Transportation Hardware and has been delivering business solutions to its clients for
over a century.
At UES we are a team where every employee from senior management, design engineers, sales staff,
production, administrative and warehouse personnel collaboratively engages with our customer base to
develop and supply the best in product, service and supply.
Our transport business is heavily focused into commercial transport, service vehicle, and equipment hardware
products such as fasteners, hinges, handles, locks, gas springs, rubber, ventilation, miscellaneous hardware,
mirrors, lighting, electrical components and seating. Our specialized industrial products are also used
extensively in sheet metal fabrication, electrical and electronic housings to service the mining and oil and gas
industries.
At UES we strongly believe that our continued success depends on our drive to innovate and develop markets,
products and services. We seek out new technologies and business processes to achieve this aim and design
and improve products in response to customer and industry demands. Rigorous testing is applied to all
products and the relevant certificates are obtained, relating to static and dynamic structural tests, fire tests
and repetition testing to analyze long term wear factors. UES is accredited to ISO 9001:2008, ensuring that our
customers benefit from our business as well as our products.
Today, UES delivers to most industries with a broad portfolio of industrial hardware, custom design technology
applications and transport seating solutions. From conception to delivery, UES offers the right solution every
step of the way utilising our in-house design team, manufacturing and logistic resources and on time delivery.

Alex Morcos

Managing Director

DESIGN
UES International takes pride in its investment
in the creation of products to further strengthen
its commitment to an unmatched product range
and versatility in the market. The UES in-house
design team builds upon the company’s product
range through market research, an eye for detail
and a passion for high quality product design and
development. The UES design and engineering
team consistently provides support for customers
and our sales teams alike.
In house prototyping enables customers to
collaborate with UES engineers to customise
solutions dependent on application, allowing UES to
cross conventional boundaries and create solutions
through innovation and communication with their
customers. UES manages each of the design,
manufacture and supply chain processes, and
constantly adjusts their range and services to keep
up with market demands.

MANUFACTURE
UES continues to evolve investing in cutting edge
technology and manufacturing techniques. We have
a long history of supplying products manufactured
to our customer’s specific demands for price,
quality and sustainability. UES is an ISO9001:2008
certified company.

SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS
UES continually monitor our stock holding, purchase
order status and customer requirements to ensure
the highest possible fill rates are maintained.
Customer satisfaction is our prime concern.

RAIL SEATING
UES International is a group of companys dedicated to supporting the rail industry through high quality
products. Since 1904, UES have serviced the rail, transport, industrial and marine industries with a broad
range of products through a far-reaching distribution network. Our comprehensive range of operator and
passenger seating is complimented by our extensive selection of transportation hardware that comprises
Locks, Latches, Hinges, Handles, Toolboxes, Ladders, Rubber, Gas Springs, Blinds, Water Containers,
Ventilation, Lighting and Mirrors.
From conception to delivery, UES offers the right solution every step of the way utilising our in house design
team, manufacturing and logistics resources for on time delivery.

SLIM 550
Locomotive driver seat

High-level design
SLIM is a comfortable seat and at the same
time light and compact. This fascilitates
the movements of the operator inside the
cab where space is limited.

“Continuous” backrest adjustment.
In addition to providing all the adjustments
of the series, SLIM RAIL (seat top) has a
continuous backrest adjustment instead of
the normal ‘step-like’ design usually linked
to this kind of seat.
These adjustments, together with the
shape, soft padding and the performance
features of the suspension, provide the
driver with maximum comfort while driving
and resting.

Options
Cushion depth adjustment
Cushion tilt
Lumbar support
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High quality finishing

Height adjustment

Adjustable headrest

Weight adjustment

Adjustable backrest

Pantograph base

Adjustable seat

Pocket

Adjustable armrests
(incline, tilt and liftable)

Rotaation seat device
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SLIM 450 F

SLIM 450 M

SLIM 450 PE

Fixed base

Fixed base

Fixed base

Mechanical suspension

Pneumatic-electric suspension

SLIM 455 F

SLIM 455 M

SLIM 455 PE

Pantograph base

Pantograph base

Pantograph base

Mechanical suspension

Pneumatic-electric suspension

SLIM 500

SLIM 510

SLIM 550

Fixed base

Fixed base

Fixed base

Mechanical suspension

Pneumatic-electric suspension

SLIM 600

SLIM 610

SLIM 620

Pantograph base

Pantograph base

Pantograph base

Mechanical suspension

Pneumatic-electric suspension
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3 SERIES SEATS
LUXURY FEATURE LEVEL

30 SERIES ERGO FEATURE SETS
standard features
• SEAT ANGLE ADJUSTMENT AIR OPERATED
• DUAL AIR LUMBAR SUPPORT
• 200mm FORE AND AFT ADJUSTMENT AIR OPERATED
• 180KG OPERATOR WEIGHT RATING
• ADJUSTABLE DAMPER
• CONTROLS LEFT RIGHT OR FRONT
• ADJUSTABLE SEAT CUSHION LENGTH
• COMFORT SEAT CUSHION
• AIR DUMP VALVE
• WEIGHT INDEPENDANT AIR OPERATED HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
• ADJUSTABLE SEAT BELT SHOULDER HEIGHT
• DUAL LOCKING BACKREST RECLINE
• 3 POINT INTEGRATED SEAT BELT LEFT OR RIGHT
• SOFT 2 TONE LEATHER TRIM
• INTEGRATED HEATING AND COOLING
• AIR OPERATED SHOULDER SUPPORT
• ERGO BACKREST WITH EXTENDED AIR ADJUSTABLE
SIDE BOLSTERS AND EXTRA SHOULDER WIDTH

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• 12V or 24v compressor
• operator presence switch
• flip up and adjustable armrests
• en45545 certification
• pod controls
Offering the latest in European seat design and engineering,
the Ergo Air seat has features never before seen in Australia.
These include, air release slide rails, adjustable seat belt
shoulder height and 180kg operator weight rating.
With luxury sports car modelling in mind the Ergo Air is the
premium driver suspension seat in Australia.
Ergonomically designed with the operator in mind the Ergo is
a proven and durable seat.
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3 SERIES SEATS
MEDIUM FEATURE LEVEL

31 SERIES FEATURE SETS
standard features

• Automatic Weight adjustment
• 180KG Maximum operator weight rating
• 200 mm fore/aft adjustment
• Adjustable damper
• seat cushion length adjustment and easy to
use removal
• Air operated weight independent height
adjustment
• Integrated headrest
• Integrated retractable 3 pt belt/lap
retractable or no belt
• Left or right hand seat belt mounting
• Upper and lower air operated lumbar support

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Seat belt shoulder height adjustment
• Left hand, right hand or front mounted
controls
• Flip up adjustable armrests
• Operator presence switch
• Electric buckle
• Air operated turntable
• 12v or 24V Integrated compressor
• Pod controls
• 640mm back rest with Adjustable head rest
• EN45545 Certification

Specifically designed to maintain the comfort and health
of the driver. The 31 Series Seat has a totally redesigned air
suspension and seat upper that provides a superior ride and
ergonomics for the rail operator. Either on suburban, interstate,
locomotive, light rail and tram. The 31 Series seat from UES
International is the most advanced entry level seat on the market.
The new design has created the smoothest movements on the
market to provide you, with the smoothest ride.
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static and semi static
34 series
3410l

standard features
• Semi static dampening system
• 120mm height adjustment
• Controls left, right or front
• 3 point belt left or right
• Mechanical lumbar
• Independant adjustable seat cushion length
• 200mm FORE AND AFT ADJUSTMENT AIR OPERATED
• 180KG OPERATOR WEIGHT RATING
• ADJUSTABLE SEAT CUSHION LENGTH
• DUAL LOCKING BACKREST RECLINEt

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Adjustable seat belt shoulder height
• Airvent heating and cooling system
• 3 point, lap retractable and no belt
• 640mm back rest with adjustable headrest
• OPERATOR PRESENCE SWITCH
• FLIP UP AND ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS
• Ergo back rest
• pod controls
• en45545 certification
• pair with rotolift pedestal
Offering the latest in European seat design and engineering, the 34 series is the leader in seat comfort. Fitted with dual
dampers that take the shock out of the bumps, and allowing seat height and tilt adjustment.
The 34 series is also available with the Ergo backrest.
Ergonomically designed with the operator in mind the 34 series are a proven and durable seat.
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39 series Air suspension
39 series

standard features

3910l

• 180kg operator weight rating
• 400mm fore and aft adjustment
• Cushion length adjustment and easy removal
• Dual air lumbar
• Air operated slide rails
• 640mm back rest with adjustable head rest
• Unitised seat upper and suspension

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• 4-way headrest
• Armrests
• hbc back
• electric heating
• air vent
• seat cushion (extra thick)
• Foam with extra side support
• 3-point belt w/height adjustment
• 2 point belt
• reinforced slide rails
• micro-switch
• vibration indicator
• EN455545 Certification
• built-in compressor
• leather cover
• air-controlled slide rails
• side support & shoulder support
the UES 39 series is an air suspended seat with a spearate suspension system. The excellent comfort of the seat combined with
its great flexibility and extra robust suspension system means that even drivers in the most challenging environments can work
in a comfortable working environment for long periods.
The ability to separate the seat upper from the suspension means the seat is able to be moved and repaired easily. This is
important in rail or machinery applications.
A large range of options and accessories mean that the seat can be adapted to different requirements, and the option of fitting
the sat’s control panel to either side or the front edge of the seat make the adjustments user-friendly.
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92 series
standard features
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Height and weight adjustment
• Backrest recline
• Mechanical suspension
• 150KG OPERATOR WEIGHT RATING
• Seat angle adjustment
• 160mm fore and aft adjustment
• height limiter

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Armrests
• headrests
• turntable
• OPERATOR PRESENCE SWITCH
• pods
• EN45545 certification

The most commonly sold rail suspension seat. Ergonomically
designed and easy to use. The controls are simple and the
seat is robust. We think you will find our solutions very
comfortable.
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98 series
standard features
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Height adjustment
• Backrest recline
• Seat angle adjustment
• 160mm fore and aft adjustment
• Adjustable lumbar support

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Armrests
• Head rest
• Turntable
• Operator presence switch
• Pod contr4ols
• EN45545 certification
• Pairs well with Rotolift pedestal

The static version of the popular 9 series seat. This seat
provides the comfort and robustness of the 9 series
suspension seat in a static seat. Use as a budget driver seat or
instructor s seat. Upgrade to fit a Rotolift pedestal
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FAW416ngs
standard features
• Backrest adjustable to 50 degrees.
• Adjustable Lumbar support depth and height
• Infinite height adjustment of 65mm (2.6in).
• Fore/ Aft adjustment 200mm
• Seat recline adjustment
• Infinite weight adjustment 60-130kg
• Headrest

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Armrests
• Turntable
• EN45545 certification

The rail standard for over 30 years. The 416 has stood the test of time and with the UES rework is now more reliable than ever.
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8752-3909 AIR
standard features
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Adjustable seat cushion length
• Weight independent height adjustment
• Adjustable damper
• Backrest recline
• Back height adjustment 120mm
• Seat angle adjustment
• 400mm fore and aft adjustment
• 180kg operator weight rating

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Fully adjustable Armrests
• Adjustable Head rest
• Turntable air or manual
• Operator presence switch
• Pod controls
• EN45545 certification
• Heating and cooling

The 8752 seat from UES is a static seat designed specifically for Rail and Light rail. The many adjustments and versatility of the
seat can see it paired with the heavy duty 3909 air suspension or the Rotolift. A robust ergonomic yet comfortable seat.
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8752-ROTOLIFT
standard features
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Adjustable seat cushion length
• Height adjustment
• Backrest recline
• Back height adjustment 120mm
• Seat angle adjustment
• 200mm fore and aft adjustment
• In built turtable

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Fully adjustable Armrests
• Adjustable Head rest
• Operator presence switch
• Pod controls
• EN45545 certification
• Heating and cooling

The 8752 seat from UES is a static seat designed specifically for Rail and Light rail. The many adjustments and versatility of the
seat can see it paired with the heavy duty 3909 air suspension or the Rotolift. A robust ergonomic yet comfortable seat. You
will find our solutions very comfortable
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Hexagon
Super-Luxury Passenger Seat for Trains

Features
Leg resst with simultaneous 0° - 90° indination and 150mm
extension, servo assisted with controls integrated in the
armrest.
Reclinable backrest up to 45°, servo assisted with controls
integrated in the armrest.
Foldable and extensible table stowed in the armrest, and with
integrated cup holder.
Reading light with controls integrated in the armrest.
Double electric power socket.
Central foot mounting with rotation device
Upholsteries available in high quality real leather or in any
other material
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All at hand
Easily adjustable, by means of intuitive
interfaces and electric controls
ergonomically operated.

High comfort

Top quality and design

Elevated range of adjustments for
sitting, working, resting, sleeping
positions.

The top of Italian design with the
highest quality of craftsmanship,
materials and finishing.

Optimized use of space for high
privacy for the passenger combined
with the warm of home sofa.

Privacy for the passenger combined
with the warmth of home sofa.
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LEAN
1st and 2nd Class Passenger Seat for Trains
UES presents LEAN, the railway
passenger seat of the latest generation
developed on the basis of the most
modern sector design criteria:
Low life cycle costs
High modularity oriented to trainplatform concept
Aesthetical adaptation to customized
design.
LEAN is currently available in any
configuration required by the market
and indtoduces innovative concepts
such as:
Use of the same components in
different configurations
Overall reduction of components
High reliability
Meets the most severe criteria of
resistance against an exceptionally
low weight below the average of
comparable seats.

Mounting Variants
Cantilevered
Foot + Wall bracket mounting
Double foot mounting
Central foot mounting

1500mm Minimum face to face distance

The niche at the back of the seat hosts
the knees of the passenger, minimising
the distance between seats without
compromising comfort.
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720mm Minimum in row type arrangement

Folding Movable
seat and reclining
back (opt)

Liftable armrests

Bottleholder (opt)

Individual
electrical socket
(opt)

Handle on
aile side (opt)

Head rest with
lateral head
retainer

Folding table
(opt)

Individual reading
light (opt)

Footrest (opt)

Waste bin (opt)

OPTIONs
Upholstery in every material

Individual reading light

Electronic seat numbering

Folding table

Newspaper net

Bottle holder

Individual electrical socket

Corridor handle

Waste bin

Forward movable seat

Umbrella stand

Audio equipment

Reclining back

Infotainment LCD

Footrest
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SCOOTER
Train Passenger Seats

Tilting table (opt)

Handle on aisle side (opt)

Liftable side armrests (opt)

Features
Self supporting monocoque made of
pressed steel sheet.

Magazine pocket (opt)

Light alloy base frame equipped with
floor/wall mounted steel supports.
Liftable central armrest and fixed side
armrests.
Covers to choose from: imitation
leather, wool fabric, anti-vandal fabric.
The seat covers are easily replaceable
and are fixed by means of fabric straps
with snap fasteners.
The paddings are slot in and are kept
in place by means of a single fastening
element only.
Standard or cantilever installation in
the following versions: single couch, two
seater couch, back to back.
Available in HK-PRM version with
liftable seat and folding armrests.
Maintenance: The average time to
change the whole seat cover (2 pieces)
is 4 minutes per seat.
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Options
Tilting table
Handle on aisle side
Liftable side armrests
Magazine pocket
Support for cantilever fixing
Removable headrest cover

FS 1650
Train Passenger Seats

Liftable side armrests (opt)

Handle on aisle side (opt)

Features
Self supporting monocoque made of
pressed steel sheet.
Light alloy base frame equipped with
floor/wall mounted steel supports.
Liftable central armrest and fixed side
armrests.
Covers to choose from: imitation
leather, wool fabric, anti-vandal fabric.
The seat covers are easily replaceable
and are fixed by means of fabric straps
with snap fasteners.
The paddings are slot in and are kept
in place by means of a single fastening
element only.

Options
Tilting table
Handle on aisle side
Liftable side armrests
Magazine pocket
Support for cantilever fixing
Removable headrest cover

Standard or cantilever installation in
the following versions: single couch, two
seater couch, back to back.
Available in HK-PRM version with
liftable seat and folding armrests.
Maintenance: The average time to
change the whole seat cover (2 pieces)
is 4 minutes per seat.
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FS 1670
Train Passenger Seats

Liftable central
armrests (opt)

Magazine pocket (opt)

Liftable central
double armrests
(opt)

Footrest (opt)

Tilting table (opt)

Features

OPTIONs

Self supporting monocoque made of
pressed steel sheet.

Tilting table

Light alloy base frame equipped with
floor/wall mounted steel supports.

Liftable side armrests

Liftable central armrest and fixed side
armrests.

Handle on aisle side
Magazine pocket
Support for cantilever fixing

Covers to choose from: imitation
leather, wool fabric, anti-vandal fabric.

Removable headrest cover

The seat covers are easily replaceable
and are fixed by means of fabric straps
with snap fasteners.

Forward movable seat and reclining back

The paddings are slot in and are kept
in place by means of a single fastening
element only.
Standard or cantilever installation in
the following versions: single couch, two
seater couch, back to back.
Available in HK-PRM version with
liftable seat and folding armrests.
Maintenance: The average time to
change the whole seat cover (2 pieces)
is 4 minutes per seat.
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Handle on aisle side (opt)

Footrest

Forward
movable seat
and reclining
back (opt)

Tip up
Train Passenger Seats

Synthesis and Versatility
Tip up seat with ischiatic support allows
passengers to rest in semi-seated
position even when closed. Ample
integrated headrest. Comfortable and
aesthetic seat characteristics identical
to standard seats. Seat designed for
areas reserved for people with poor
mobility.

OPTIONs
Removable headrest cover
Liftable armrests

low tip up
Train Passenger Seats

Small is functional
Tip up seat with ischiatic support allows
passengers to rest in semi-seated
position even when closed.
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IC 1
Passenger seats for interciy trains
Footrest (opt)

Tilting table (opt)

Magazine rack (opt)

Intercity 1st class seat:
high-speed marries comfort.
Self-supporting monocoque made of
pressed steel sheet. Forward movable seat
and reclining back.
Removable and washable covers.
Easily removable upholstery.
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Forward movable seat
and reclining back

Features

Standard mounting in the following
versions: single-seat, double-seat,
opposite facing four-seat, etc.

Tilting table

Easy maintenance and fast replacement of
components.

Footrest

Magzine rack

IC 2
Passenger seats for interciy trains

Forward movable seat

Footrest (opt.)

Tilting table (opt)

Liftable central
armrest

Magazine rack (opt)

2nd class Intercity Two-seater:
Comfort doubles.
Self-supporting monocoque made of
pressed steel sheet.
Forward movable seat.
Central liftable armrest.
Removable and washable covers.
Easily removable upholstery.
Wall and floor mounting in the following
versions: single-seat, double-seat,
opposite facing four-seat, etc.
Easy maintenance and fast replacement of
components.
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ACCESSORIES
ARMRESTS

Heavy Duty
601117 - Armrest pair
601118 - Left Side
601119 - Right Side

Armrest with Wide Pad
400694 - Armrest pair
400695 - Left Side
400696 - Right Side

310 Ergo Comfort
Pad Options:

A

Flex 380 x 60
601073 - Armrest pair
601074 - Left Side
601075 - Right Side

Flex 300 x 60
601076 - Armrest pair
601077 - Left Side
601078 - Right Side

Restflex Wide
601175 - Armrest pair
601176 - Left Side
601177 - Right Side

Restflex
601172 - Armrest pair
601173 - Left Side
601174 - Right Side
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Armrest Adjustable
601143 - Armrest pair
601144 - Left Side
601145 - Right Side

D

E

G

D

E

G

5200 Ergo Rigid
Pad Options:

A

Entreprenad
601020 - Armrest pair
601021 - Left Side
601022 - Right Side

C

C

MOUNTING base

BKT-90

BKT-120

BKT-150

Fixed Base

Fixed Base

Rotolift 200

Rotolift 3
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ACCESSORIES
ergonomics

Turntable Flexi - Pedal

Turntable ST3000 - Air

Horizontal Damper Single / Two-Way

Pressure Regulator & Air Filter

headrests
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2-way Headrest

4-way Headrest

600602 nightfall trim
600505 Grey Vinyl trim

600603 nightfall trim

Seatbelts

Lap retractable belts, various buckles, seat belt extender, lap sash belts,
and harnesses, as well as hi visibility belts available.

seat covers

Canvas and cloth seat covers available
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Whole body vibration
Risks and Regulations
Continuous exposure of whole body vibrations can
lead to sustained unhealthy injuries...
This is proven and has been regulated since July 1st
2005 according to EU - directive 2002/44/EG and
national regulations
Where can we find whole body vibrations?

Responsibility
Employers’ responsibility:
It is ultimately the employers’ responsibility to
ensure that the employee’s daily exposure does not
exceed the allowed time.
Employee’s responsibility:
The employee has the responsibility of following the
guidelines and routines that the employer and the
company has set
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Measurements and Equipment
What can be done?
Whole body vibrations can be prevented by planning
and designing for the scope of the work. The use
of facilities, road conditions and use of correct
equipment are also essential.
Equipment and accessories:
The seat is an important factor in preventing health
issues associated with whole body vibrations.
- Seat needs to be correctly adjusted
- Seat needs to fit the purpose of the work
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Driver seat with Active Measuring the Exposure
- With Vinbindicator™ built in the seat, the driver can
see the momentum and accumulated vibration dose.
Preventing exposure above the limit.
- The vibindicator has a sensor built in the seat cushion
- It is connected to an indicator that visualises the data
continuously.
-Vibrations are measured in m/s² and in 3 directions:
Longitudal (X), Lateral (Y), and heignt (Z)
- The accumulated dosage is an average of 8 hours daily.
- DThe limit value of 1.1m/s² is not to be exceeded. If
exceeded, the driver is not to drive more that day.
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Vibration and Dampening Capacity
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UES SEAT Refurbishment PROGRAM

UES International have supplied seating to the transport industry since 1904 and have had a
refurbishment program since the 1970s. We have developed processes and tooling to repair or
remanufacture not only the UES Seating range but seating from many other suppliers.
Our quality control is maintained through a strict regime of testing and experience. If a part is worn we
we will replace it with a new one. UES does not condone the use of second hand components that aren’t
thoroughly strength and fit tested.
Through our continuous improvement program UES can inhouse design and engineer different compliant
modifications to strengthen and improve the longevity of your seat.
If it is financially unviable to repair your seat, UES can offer a comprehensive range of new ADR, Rail or
Marine compliant seats to fit your application.
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UES have the facilities to manufacture or
remanufacture many components using our state
of the art machinery. Our new computer controlled
fabric cutting machine has the ability to cut any
fabric to whatever size of trim you require in
quantities from one to as many as your project
demands. This means that all of your new trims
are exactly the same with zero tolerances and the
designs stored for any future demands.
From CNC laster and water cutting beds, CNC
bending machines to Tig and Mig welding bays, UES
is able to design and manufacture to your needs.

Some of the clients utilising the repair and manufacture programs are:

UES is proud to be an ISO 9001:2008 certified company
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CLients

Bombardier Australia

Firema Transport Italy

Bombardier Austria

Oslo Public Transport

Bombardier Germany

Bucarest Metro Rail

Bombardier Sweden

Porto Trams Portugal

Bombardier Denmark

Valencia Trams Spain

Austrian Federal railway

Alicante Trams Spain

Graz-Koflacher train and bus Austria

Public Transit Uppsala Sweden

Vienna Lines public transit Austria

Stockholm Public Transport (SL)

Graz Public Transport Austria

Gothenburg Tram Network (GS)

Belgium National Rail ( SNCB)

Swedish Inter Regional rail

Siemens Vossloh Kiel Germany

Green Cargo Sweden

Brugge Trams Belgium

LKAB Mining Sweden

National Railway of Croatia (HZ)

Swedish Train Technology

Croatian Rolling Stock (TZV)

MTAB Transport Sweden

Danish State Railway (DSB)

Stockholm Commuter Rail

Ansoldobreda Rail Manufacturing Italy

CAF Spain

Alstom France

QR

Helsinki City Transport

Aurizon

Paris Public Transport (RATP)

Pacific National

Marseille Public Transport (CUMPM)

WA Public Transport Authority

French National Rail (SNCF)

Gemco

Berlin Underground Rail

UGL

Munich Underground Rail

Progress Rail

Berlin Public Transit

Electro Motive Diesel

Rotterdam Public Transport (RET)

Downer

Dutch Rail Maintenance Div (NED Train)
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www.uesint.com

UES Head Office, NSW

UES Northern Territory

UES Victoria

UES New South Wales

Tel: +61 (02) 9308 1200
Fax: +61 (02) 9308 1249
E-mail: export@uesint.com

Tel: +61 (0)8 8946 4500
Fax:+61 (0)8 8946 4555
E-mail: uesnt@uesint.com

Tel: +61 (0)3 8787 3100
Fax: +61(0)3 8787 3101
E-mail: uesvic@uesint.com

Tel: +61 (02) 8787 6500
Fax: +61 (02) 8787 6599
E-mail: uesnsw@uesint.com

UES South Australia

UES Western Australia

UES New Zealand

UES Queensland

Tel: +61 (0)8 8340 1599
Fax:+61 (0)8 8340 4423
E-mail: uessa@uesint.com

Tel: +61 (0)8 9249 2211
Fax:+61 (0)8 9249 2022
E-mail: ueswa@uesint.com

Tel: +64 (09) 633 4019
Fax: +64 (09) 633 0249
E-mail: uesnz@uesint.com

Tel: +61 (0)7 3623 5800
Fax: +61 (0)7 3865 5605
E-mail: uesqld@uesint.com

UES Distribution Centre

UES Seating
Manufacturing Facility

Jennings McDonald

Fitch The Rubber Man

Tel: 02 44212477
Fax: 02 44212151
E: sales@jenningsmcdonald.com.au

Tel: (08) 8346 5193
Fax: (08) 8346 2308
Email: fitch@uesint.com

Tel: +61 (0)2 8801 7402

Tel: +61 (0)2 9308 1200
Fax: +61(0)2 9308 1249
E-mail: info@uesseating.com

www.uesint.com

